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Abstract. Most of population models, if not all of them, do not have the extinction dynamics.
The Lotka-Volterra ordinary differential equations are such cases and solutions never become

zero if they are not initially zero. PDE extensions also have the same property and solutions are
always positive everywhere. However, the population often becomes zero locally in space and the
survival of a species is a global phenomenon. The spatial pattern of biological organisms reflects
its history of extinction and growth and the extinction is a key ingredient of spatial patterns. In

this paper Lotka-Volterra equations equipped with extinction dynamics are introduced. We will
see beautiful patterns of life generated by the newly added extinction dynamics.

1. Introduction

The patchiness in sea plankton community has been investigated intensively for a long
time due to its importance in the ecosystem, which produces the half of the oxygen and
nutrient for animals on earth. Most of biological organisms, not only plankton community,
are actually packed in patches and show heterogeneity. Understanding such spatially
heterogeneous and temporally fluctuating patterns is one of key issues in ecology (see [7]
and references therein). The purpose of this paper is to introduce a new predator-prey
system equipped with extinction dynamics and show dynamical patterns generated by the
newly added extinction dynamics. The obtained patterns are not of variation, but of real
patches packed with population or with none.

The plankton community is divided into two groups, phytoplankton and zooplankton,
which are often explained as prey and predator species, respectively. Lotka-Volterra equa-
tions,

(1.1)
du/dt = u(ε1 − kv),
dv/dt = v(gku− ε2),

explain the dynamics between the prey population u and the predator one v. The parame-
ters ε1 and ε2 are growth and death rates of the two species respectively, k is the frequency
of encounters between the two species, and g is the conversion rate. The surprising part
of the system is that this minimal form of equations with constant coefficients explain
the puzzle of the fluctuation of predator and prey species in fishery in one of the simplest
ways.1

An ODE system cannot explain spatial patterns. Steele [12] conjectured that the Lotka-
Volterra equations with diffusion,

(1.2)
∂u/∂t = u(ε1 − kv) + d1∆u,
∂v/∂t = v(gku− ε2) + d2∆v,

may explain such patterns, where u and v are now population densities and di’s are
diffusion coefficients. Hadeler et al. [5] found some spatial patterns using this model
under zero Dirichlet boundary conditions. Dubois [3] demonstrated dynamical patterns of
the model by numerical simulations. However, these patterns are not self sustaining and
stays only for a short time period. Furthermore, the patterns are unstable and can be
obtained only from organized initial values. In fact, Murray [10] and Mimura & Nishida [9]
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1The author is not sure about explaining a global phenomenon using a local ODE model. The reason why

Volterra dropped the self-competition term is to obtain the global oscillation phenomenon.
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showed that the solution of (1.2) converges to a constant state for any initial value when
Neumann boundary conditions are given.

The pattern formation dynamics in (1.2) is not persistent enough and eventually fails.
There have been an enormous amount of effort to explain the planktonic patchiness by
refining the Lotka-Volterra equations. Many of them are in improving functional responses
which are constant in (1.2). The concepts of cooperation, harvesting, interference, self-
competition, stocking, digestion time, and handling time are introduced (see [4,6,8]). One
of them is

(1.3)

∂u

∂t
= u

(
ε1 −

u

K
− k

u+ h
v
)

+ d1∆u,

∂v

∂t
= v

( gk

u+ h
u− ε2

)
+ d2∆v,

which is sometimes called Rosenzweig-MacArthur [11]. There are two changes in this
model. First, the self-competition of the prey species is added with a constant carrying
capacity K > 0, which gives the logistic population growth without predator species’s
presence. Second, the specific predation rate is not proportional to the prey density,
but saturated to k for a large prey population, where h > 0 is the half-saturation prey
population. This functional response is called Holling type II. This kind of modified models
arrives at the self sustaining chaotic patterns. However, the result of the pattern formation
depends on the initial value and one should organise the initial value correctly. There is a
huge amount of literature related to pattern formation using various functional responses
(see [7] and references therein).

The approach of this paper is not in refining functional responses, but in adding extinc-
tion dynamics. The refined functional responses help to improve the model performance
and to obtain self sustaining spatiotemporal patterns. However, we will take all coefficients
constant to show that the extinction dynamics is the key to the pattern formation. In
fact, that is not surprising at all since spatial patterns simply reflect the history of extinc-
tion and growth of biological organisms. There is no population model with an extinction
phenomenon as far as the author knows. Remember that a solution of an ODE system,

(1.4) u̇(t) = f(u, t), u(0) = u0,

never converges to a steady state in a finite time if f is Lipschitz continuous. In other
words, even if the trivial state is a stable steady state, the extinction never happen.2

Therefore, one should consider a predator-prey model without Lipschitz continuity to
include an extinction dynamics in the model.

2. Logistic equation with finite time extinction

In this section we add an extinction phenomenon to the logistic equation. The same
idea is taken for the predator-prey equations in the following section. The logistic equation
is written as

(2.1) du/dt = r1u− r2u
2 = r1u (1− u/K) ,

where u ≥ 0 is the population of a species, r1 > 0 is the intrinsic growth rate, r2 > 0 is the
self-competition rate, and K = r1/r2 is the carrying capacity (see Figure 1(a) ). There are
two steady states, u = 0 and u = K. For any initial value u(0) > 0, the solution converges
to the carrying capacity, i.e., u(t) → K as t → ∞.

The Allee effect is a phenomenon that the population of a species becomes extinct if
the initial value is less than a critical value, say u(0) < ua. To include such an effect, a
bistable nonlinear reaction term is often taken,

(2.2) du/dt = r1u (1− u/K) (u− ua) = −r1uau+ (r1 + r2ua)u
2 − r2u

3,

2Author did not want to use the word “finite time extinction”. The asymptotic extinction is a convergence to
zero population state as t → ∞, which means the extinction never happens.
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which is obtained by simply multiplying u − ua to the logistic equation (2.1) (see Figure
1(b) ). This population dynamics gives asymptotic extinction u(t) → 0 as t → ∞ if
u(0) < ua. However, u(t) > 0 for all t > 0 and the extinction never happen. Furthermore,
the linear term becomes a negative effect and the quadratic term a positive one. In other
words, this bistable nonlinear is quite different from the logistic population dynamics.

The only way to add an extinction phenomenon to an ODE system such as (1.4) is to
break the Lipschitz continuity in the population dynamics. For example, we may add (but
not multiply) an extinction dynamics, −r0u

p, and obtain

(2.3) du/dt = −r0u
p + r1u− r2u

2, 0 < p < 1,

where r0 > 0. Since 0 < p < 1, the right side is not Lipschitz continuous, and the extinction
happens in a finite time if the initial population is smaller than a critical value (see Figure
1(c) ). The newly added extinction term becomes dominant when the population u is
small.

In the modeling of population dynamics, the population growth is often assumed as a
linear effect and the self-competition as a quadratic one. Such an assumption is acceptable
in appropriate population sizes. However, instead of taking the meaning of each terms,
we will simply consider a population dynamics of second order that satisfies the following
three hypotheses:

(H1) (Saturation) The population is saturated to a finite size of carrying capacity K > 0
if initial value is bigger than a critical size ua > 0.

(H2) (Allee Effect) The population become extinct if the initial value is less than the
critical size. (In other words, if u(0) < ua, u(t) → 0 as t → ∞.)

(H3) (Finite time extinction) The extinction state u = 0 is a stable steady state and the
population dynamics is not Lipschitz continuous at u = 0.

A second order population dynamics that satisfies the first two hypotheses is always written
as

(2.4) du/dt = −r0 + r1u− r2u
2 for u > 0,

where

r0, r1, r2 > 0, and r0 < r21/4r2.

The carrying capacity K and the critical population size ua are given by

ua =
r1 −

√
r21 − 4r0r2
2r2

and K =
r1 +

√
r21 − 4r0r2
2r2

.

Note that r0 < 0.25 when r1 = r2 = 1. One may consider this second order population
dynamics as a case of (2.3) with p = 0. However, (2.4) is not an appropriate equation
since the population becomes negative. In other words, u = 0 is not a steady state. If the
population becomes extinct, then the equation is not valid anymore and the population
dynamics should stop. Therefore, we take

(2.5) du/dt = (−r0 + r1u− r2u
2)χ{u>0},

where

χ{u>0} =

{
0, u ≤ 0,
1, u > 0.

The graph of this population dynamics is given in Figure 1(d). Find that the population
dynamics has a discontinuity at u = 0 which is now a stable steady state. Therefore, the
third hypothesis (H3) is satisfied. The discontinuity in the population dynamics gives a
new challenge in its analysis (see [2]).
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Figure 1. Logistic type population dynamics with or without extinction dynamics.

3. Lotka-Volterra equations with extinction dynamics

An ODE model gives a homogenised local phenomenon and a PDE model gives a het-
erogeneous global one. Suppose that prey and predator species are placed in a relatively
small area. Then, there are two possible scenarios. The predator species consumes all prey
species, then predator species goes extinct since there is no prey species left. The other
one is that the predator species goes extinct first, then the prey species survives without
predator species. However, there is no such extinction mechanism in the Lotka-Volterra
equations (1.1), i.e., if u(0), v(0) > 0, then u(t), v(t) > 0 for all t > 0. In this section we
add extinction dynamics.

For simplicity we assume all parameters in the Lotka-Volterra equations (1.1) to be one.
We mimic the logistic case by subtracting a non-Lipschitz term, which gives

du/dt = u− uv − cuu
p,

dv/dt = vu− v − cvv
q.

The two coefficients, cu and cv > 0, are called extinction parameters and the system
returns to the classical Lotka-Volterra equations if cu = cv = 0. These coefficients should
be smaller than positive steady states. The two powers, p, q > 0, should be less than one
to make the right side non-Lipschitz. A meaningful regime for coefficients is

0 ≤ cu, cv, p, q ≪ 1.

For a simpler presentation, we take p = q = 0 and consider

(3.1)
du/dt = (u− uv − cu)χ{u>0},
dv/dt = (vu− v − cv)χ{v>0}.

However, we may obtain similar numerical simulations when p and q are small enough.
The mathematical analysis becomes harder due to the discontinuity of the reaction term.
We first investigate basic properties of the modified equations.

3.1. Steady states and their stability. Nonnegative steady states (or equilibrium
states) of the modified Lotka-Volterra equations (3.1) satisfies

(u− uv − cu)χ{u>0} = 0, (vu− v − cv)χ{v>0} = 0.

There are trivial and semi-trivial steady states,

(ue, ve) = (0, 0), (0, cv), and (cu, 0).

Positive steady states satisfy

u− uv − cu = 0, vu− v − cv = 0.
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The equations have one positive steady state,

(3.2) (u+, v+) =
1

2
(1 + cu + cv +

√
D, 1− cu − cv +

√
D),

and a nonpositive one

(u−, v−) =
1

2
(1 + cu + cv −

√
D, 1− cu − cv −

√
D),

where
D = (1 + cu + cv)

2 − 4cu.

The stability of the steady states can be easily shown by a linear or nonlinear stability
analysis which is omitted. Now we divide the case into four.

3.1.1. Case of cu = cv = 0. This is the case of classical Lotka-Volterra equations. In this
case we have (0, 0) = (0, cv) = (cu, 0) = (u−, v−) and (u+, v+) = (1, 1). Hence, there are
two steady states left,

(ue, ve) = (0, 0) and (1, 1).

The trivial steady state (0,0) is unstable and the positive one (1,1) is neutrally stable.
Phase plane solution trajectories are given in Figure 2(a). For any positive initial value,
the solution trajectory stays on an orbit around the positive steady state (1,1). Trajectories
never go extinct, but oscillate.

3.1.2. Case of cu = 0, cv > 0. In this case we have (cu, 0) = (0, 0), (u−, v−) = (0,−cu/2),
and (u+, v+) = (1 + cv, 1). Then, there are three nonnegative steady states left,

(ue, ve) = (0, 0), (0, cv) and (1 + cv, 1),

which are all unstable. Notice that the positive steady state is not neutrally stable any-
more, but is unstable. Since only the predator species has extinction dynamics, the popu-
lation of the predator species goes extinct in a finite time for any initial value. Then, the
prey population increases to infinity (see Figure 2(b) ). We may formally say that (K, 0)
is the fourth steady state where K = ∞ is the carrying capacity. The stability change of
the positive steady state, from a neutrally stable one to an unstable one, is related to the
emerging of the fourth steady state.

3.1.3. Case of cu > 0, cv = 0. In this case we have (0, cv) = (0, 0), (u−, v−) = (cu, 0), and
(u+, v+) = (1, 1− cu). Therefore, there are three steady states,

(ue, ve) = (0, 0), (cu, 0), and (1, 1− cu),

where (0,0) is stable and the other two are unstable. In this case (u−, v−) becomes non-
negative and identical to (cu, 0). Hence, the situation is quite different from the previous
case of cu = 0, cv > 0. In this case the extinction dynamics is given only to the prey
species. Therefore, the prey species becomes extinct in a finite time for any given initial
value as long as predator species existed initially, i.e., v(0) > 0. If the prey species goes
extinct, the predator species becomes extinct asymptotically, but not in a finite time (see
Figure 2(c) ). Note that, even if cv = 0, the predator species has an asymptotic extinction
phenomenon through the extinction of prey species. This is the reason why the trivial
steady state (0, 0) is stable.

3.1.4. Case of cu > 0, cv > 0. In this case, there are four nonnegative steady states

(ue, ve) = (0, 0), (cu, 0), (0, cv), and (u+, v+),

where the positive steady state is given in (3.2). The fifth steady state (u−, v−) has
negative population and hence is out of our story. The trivial steady state (0,0) is stable
and the others are unstable. Since both species have extinction dynamics, there are three
possible scenarios. The first one is that the prey species goes extinct first and then the
predator species follows since there is no prey left. The second one is that the predator
species goes extinct first. This case is divided into two. If the prey population is lager
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Figure 2. Phase plane trajectories (prey:x-axis, predator:y-axis). Green curves are
homoclinic orbits. Red ones approach to (∞, 0) as t → ∞ and blue ones to (0, 0).

than cu at the moment of predator extinction, the prey population increases to infinity.
However, if it is smaller that cu, the prey species also goes extinct.

The first claim of the paper is that this fourth case provides a correct explanation of
the local behavior of predator and prey relation. The oscillation behavior of the original
Lotka-Volterra equations, Figure 2(a), is about the global phenomenon of coexistence of
the two species. However, the extinction of prey or predator species continues to occur
locally depending on the initial value. Figure 2(d) clearly shows the two possibilities. The
second claim of the paper is that this local extinction behavior may explain the patchiness
phenomenon, which will be shown in the following sections.

4. Pattern formation in R1

In this section we investigate the pattern formation phenomenon in the reaction diffusion
equations,

(4.1)
∂u/∂t = duuxx +

(
u− uv − u2/K − cu

)
χ{u>0},

∂v/∂t = dvvxx + (vu− v − cv)χ{v>0},
x ∈ Ω, 0 < t < T.

There are five parameters, du, dv, cu, cv, and K. The self-competition term has been added
in this equation. However, it is not an essential part and we may obtain similar patterns
without it. However, there are two reasons for adding it. First, the prey population cannot
increase to infinity in reality and hence we may obtain more realistic patterns. Second,
since the self-competition term controls the singularity of the solution, we may obtain
patterns in a more robust way. We take a large enough carrying capacity K. Since this
is a predator-prey system, the prey population should be controlled by predators, not by
self-competition. We will see that the patterns are obtained robustly even with a white
noise type initial value. This is an important difference from many other models that
produce patterns from designed initial values.

We investigate the patterns generated by numerically solving the Lotka-Volterra equa-
tions equipped with diffusion and finite time extinction. In the simulations, we take
parameters as

(4.2) cu = 0.2, cv = 0.05, du = 0.25, dv = 0.05, K = 10.

In the numerical computation, we use a finite difference scheme with

(4.3) ∆x = 0.2, ∆t = 0.01, T = 500, and Ω = (0, 500).

We took no-flux boundary condition in the following computations. However, the zero
Dirichlet boundary condition also gives the same result.

4.1. Spatiotemporal dynamics of pattern formation. In Figure 3 two series of snap
shots of the numerical solution of (4.1)-(4.3) are given starting with two different white
noise initial values. The snap shots of the two series are taken at parallel time moments.
The two series provide quite different stories of evolution and this difference is made by
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the two different initial values of white noise type. We may divide the evolution into three
stages.

The first stage of the evolution (0 < t ≤ 16 in the figure) is an ODE-like one and the two
series are quite similar. This is the stage where the white noise initial value is stabilized
and the two populations oscillate as in the ODE case. However, due to the extinction
dynamics of the model prey and predator species becomes extinct here and there locally.

The second stage (16 ≤ t ≤ 122 in the figure) is characterized by the appearance of
plateaus of prey species. If the predator species becomes extinct at a certain place, the
prey species starts to grow up to the carrying capacity K and makes such a plateau.
However, such a plateau is an unstable state and, as soon as a predator species finds it (or
is attached to it), the prey species goes extinct over the whole region of the plateau. The
wide empty area in the figure of the left column at t = 102 is made by such a dynamics.
This simulations shows the phenomenon of phytoplankton blooming.

The third stage is characterized by the interaction of sequence of pulse type waves. The
empty areas which appeared in the second stage are eventually filled with these pulse type
waves. Heteroclinic traveling waves may appear when such traveling waves propagate to
an empty area. This is a stabilized state that the prey and predator species are balanced.
If there is an disturbance of environment or of population, or if a new species is introduced
to the ecosystem, the a blooming phenomenon in the second stage may appear again until
it is stabilized by predator grazing.

4.2. Components of pattern formation. The patterns in Figure 3 look chaotic. In
fact, the dynamics in the first stage is chaotic and unpredictable. The first part of the
second stage is also unpredictable. However, as soon as the solution reaches the third
stage, the components of the pattern are well organized and evolves with simple rules. To
show the components of the pattern, some parts of the patterns are given in Figure 4 in
a larger scale. There are three units of components.

4.2.1. Pulse type traveling wave; Compacton. One of most common features we can find
from the spatiotemporal patterns is a single pulse type traveling wave with a compact
support which is called a compacton (see the one in Figure 4(b)). It seems that the shape
of all compacton is identical and moves with the same speed. The predator population
follows the prey population and hence one can obviously see the direction of the wave from
the figure. For example, the compacton in Figure 4(b) is moving from right to left.

4.2.2. Heteroclinic traveling wave. One can find a heteroclinic traveling wave that has a
free boundary from one side and positive steady state (u+, v+) to the other (see Figure
4(c)). The wave speed is almost the same as the speed of a compacton. Remember that
the positive steady state is not stable, and hence the flat part cannot be longer than a
certain size.

4.2.3. Wave generator. The free boundary of the heteroclinic traveling wave propagates
with a constant speed in a stable manner. However, since the other end of the wave
is unstable, wave pulses are constantly generated from the other end. These pulses are
mostly compactons.

4.3. Dynamics in the spatiotemporal patterns. The wave dynamics in Figure 3 looks
chaotic. However, the waves of predator and prey population move according to simple
rules as soon as the first stage of the ODE behavior is finished. Compare it to the chaotic
behavior observed from the model (1.3) by Medvinsky et al. [7, Figure 1]. The rules of
prey-predator dynamics are predictable from the prey-predator relation and are consistent.
Furthermore, the following phenomena based on these rules explain ecological events in
the real world.
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Figure 3. Snap shots of pattern formation from white noise initial value.

4.3.1. Chasing. There is no advection term in the model equation (4.1). However, the
dynamics of chasing the prey by predator species is commonly found. All waves in Figures
4-7 have this dynamics. The distribution of the prey population is always ahead of the
predator population. Such dynamics can be found from literatures by organising initial
values appropriately. However, the model equations (4.1) with extinction property provide
such a dynamics in a robust way even with the white noise initial value.

4.3.2. Blooming (prey plateaus). If there is no predator species in a region, then the prey
population may grow until it reaches the carrying capacity. One can find such prey plateaus
from the snap shots of Figure 3 at time level t = 64 and t = 102. The front of a plateau
propagates with a constant speed until it is touched by predator population. This wave
propagation is basically the traveling wave of the Fisher-KPP equation. The emergence
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of prey plateau makes the state unstable. As soon as it is touched by a predator, it is
swiped out and the total population fluctuates enormously.

4.3.3. Annihilation. There are several extinction dynamics in the system. The first one
is from the discontinuity of the reaction term at the u = 0 and v = 0. If the population
becomes smaller than a critical size, i.e., u < ua or v < va, then this discontinuity gives
a local extinction of prey and predator species respectively in a finite time. Hence the
pattern we obtain from the model is not just about a variation, but about existence and
nonexistence. This discontinuity driven extinction is the fundamental one that makes all
other extinction dynamics happen.

If a compacton wave swipes a region, there is no population left until another wave
arrives. For example, if a compacton is attached to a prey plateau, then eventually both
prey and predator species are wiped out. One may observe this phenomenon from the
snap shots in the left column of Figure 3 at the time span from t = 64 to t = 202. Another
extinction dynamics is observed when the prey species is surrounded by predator species.
For example, if two compactons move toward to each other, then the two compactons
disappear after a collision. This phenomenon is observed easily in one space dimension.
However, in two space dimensions, it is not easy for a predator species to completely
surround a patch of prey. Hence, a complete annihilation does not occur often in two space
dimensions, but various patterns appear. An empty area produced by the annihilation
dynamics is eventually filled with waves.

4.3.4. Wave generation. Waves collapse in one region, but are produced in another. There
are several mechanisms that produce waves. As discussed earlier, the tail of a heteroclinic
traveling wave is a wave generater, which can be found in Figure 5(d). This behavior is
from the instability of the positive steady state (u+, v+). The series of compactons behind
it have been produced from this wave generator. One can also find a wave generater from
the middle of a wave in Figure 5(b).

4.3.5. Combinations. The three components of wave pattern can be combined and produce
a compounded wave. For example, the wave in Figure 5(a) has two wave front of the
heteroclinic traveling wave type. Let’s see how the wave evolves. First, the middle of
the wave fluctuates and new waves are generated as in Figure 5(b). The two wave fronts
propagate to both sides and the support of the wave expands. However, the wave breaks
down from the middle of it and produces a chaotic behavior as in Figure 5(c). Each of the
two wave fronts develop into a heteroclinic traveling wave and the flat part of the wave
expands. A relatively final stage is given in Figure 5(d). If there is enough space so that
the heteroclinic traveling wave propagates without a collision, then the length of the flat
part of the wave remains constant. Pulses are produced from the other end of the flat
part and move to the opposite direction.

4.4. Wave size. The size of wave patterns depends on the five parameters, du, dv, cu, cv
and K. In Figures, 6 different sizes of compactons are given for different parameter values
of the predator diffusivity, dv = 0.0125, 0.025, 0.05, and 0.075. The self-competition term
is deleted, which corresponds to the case with K = ∞. We set the other three parameters,
du, cu and cv, as in (4.2). One can observe that the size of the wave decreases if dv increases.
Furthermore, the compacton becomes unstable (at least numerically) as the diffusivity dv
increases. If the diffusivity of the predator species is small, the prey species can take more
time to grow before it is caught by the predator species. This eventually gives a chance
for the predator species to grow bigger.

In Figure 7, different sizes of compactons are given for different values of the predator
extinction coefficient, cv = 0.05, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6. We take K = ∞ and the other coeffi-
cients are same as those in (4.2). One can observe that the size of compacton increases
as cv increases. If cv increases, the extinction mechanism of the predator species becomes
stronger. However, the population size of the predator species becomes bigger. It seems
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Figure 4. A snap shot of a numerical simulation of (4.1)-(4.3) with two random noise
type initial values in one space dimension.
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Figure 5. A snap shot of a numerical simulation of (4.1)-(4.3) with two random noise
type initial values in one space dimension.

that a stronger extinction dynamics of predator allows the prey species more chance to
grow and the predator species is beneficial from it. Note that, however, these waves be-
comes unstable numerically as cv increases. For a large cv, the pattern formation becomes
less persistent.
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Figure 6. The size of the compacton decreases as the predator diffusivity dv increases.
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(d) cv = 0.6

Figure 7. The size of the compacton increases as the predator extinction parameter cv increases.
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5. Pattern formation in R2

In this section we investigate the pattern formation phenomenon in two space dimen-
sions. We consider a reaction-diffusion equation,

(5.1)
∂u/∂t = du∆u+

(
u− uv − u2/K − cu

)
χ{u>0},

∂v/∂t = dv∆v + (vu− v − cv)χ{v>0},
x ∈ Ω, 0 < t < T,

where ∆ = ∂
∂x + ∂

∂y is the Laplace operator in two space dimensions. We take parameters

of

(5.2) cu = 0.2, cv = 0.1, du = 0.25, dv = 0.05, K = 10.

These parameters are chosen since they give stable time periodic patterns. We will also
see a chaotic patterns for a different parameter regimes. In the numerical computation,
we use a finite difference scheme with

(5.3) ∆x = 0.5, and Ω = (0, 100)× (0, 100).

The time step ∆t should be taken appropriately depending on the diffusivity size. We take
zero Dirichlet boundary condition in the computation. However, the zero-flux boundary
condition also gives similar results.

Prey density. Predator density. Their product.

Figure 8. A snap shot of numerical simulation of (5.1)-(5.3). Area with the population
density of numerical noise level is displayed in white in these and following figures.

Numerical simulations of the system (5.1)-(5.3) show spatiotemporal patterns. The
numerical solutions produce time periodic patterns. An example is given in Figure 8. The
pattern shows the dynamics how the predator species chases the prey species. To show
the support of the solution clearly, the region with the population density of numerical
noise level is displayed in white. Note that the prey species has a larger diffusivity than
that of the predator species. The support of the predator species is narrower. This gives
a chance for the prey species to grow and helps to obtain dynamical patterns.

5.1. Spatiotemporal dynamics of pattern formation. In Figure 9 a series of snap
shots of a solution of the prey-predator model (5.1)-(5.3) are given. Only the images of
prey population are given. The figures are given from the initial value t = 0 to the pattern
obtained at t = 44. Intermediate patterns are taken for after every time interval of t = 4.
The patterns in the figure look time periodic as soon as the solution reaches to a certain
stage. There are many spiral shapes and waves are generated from those spirals. In the
way to evolve to the stable time periodic pattern, phytoplankton blooming is observed
from many places. However, as soon as the predator grazing is settled, the blooming does
not appear anymore.

5.2. Effect of initial value. The shape of a population pattern may depend on the
initial value. By selecting specific initial values, we may obtain various patterns. We will
manipulate the patterns by choosing initial values. The idea is to take a part of obtained
patterns and use it as an initial value. In Figure 10 initial values (the first row) and
obtained time periodic patterns (the second row) are given for four cases. The initial
value of the first column is taken from one of previous examples. The prey and predator
populations in an area are taken together. Then, two closely placed spirals appear and
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Figure 9. A series of snap shots for prey species of (5.1)-(5.3) from t = 0 to t = 44
with interval 4. Similar patterns appear with a wide class of initial values.

Figure 10. Patterns of predators. The first row is the initial value and the second one
is time periodic pattern obtained from the initial value.

Figure 11. Intermediate patterns of the ones in the fourth column of Figure 10.

they produce expanding circles as given in the second row. In the second example, prey
and predator populations in a long strip are taken. Each segment makes spirals as in the
first case. However, all together, they make planar traveling waves propagating both side.

In the third example, populations in the right upper sector of the second example is
taken as an initial value. Remember that these short stripes were in the way of moving
to the right. Only one spiral survives and makes a circular pattern centered at the spiral.
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In the fourth example, a linear part of the second example is taken. It is not obvious
how this initial value produces the pattern in the second row. To see the evolution more
clearly, we put intermediate patterns in Figure 11. Remember that the stripe was in the
way moving to the right. After cutting out the portion, the two ends of the stripe start to
rotate and make two spirals separated by the length of the initial stripe. Eventually the
two spirals collide and make a time periodic pattern in the second row of Figure 10.

5.3. Effect of parameter value. There are five parameters in (5.1). These parameters
decide pattern types. The patterns in Figures 8–11 are obtained from different initial
values and their shapes are all different. The number of spirals and propagating planar
waves are different in all cases. However, they are of the same type and share certain
common features such as the propagation speed, distance between two planar traveling
waves, and time periodicity of the pattern. This is because the same parameters in (5.2)
are used for all of them. In this section we investigate the effects of the parameter changes.
It is not possible to cover all possible regimes of the five parameters in a single paper. The
parameters in (5.2) are chosen from a regime that gives stable time periodic patterns. In
this section we change one of the parameters each time and take the values of the other
four parameters from (5.2).

Figure 12. Predator diffusivity is (a) dv = 0.05 (b) dv = 0.25 (c) dv = 1 (d) dv = 4
from the left. Prey is the first row and predator is the second row.

In Figure 12 the patterns of prey and predator species are given for four cases of preda-
tor diffusivity, dv = 0.05, 0.25, 1 and 4.3 The case with dv = 0.05 is the one of the previous
case and the pattern is of the same type. However, as dv increases, the periodicity disap-
pears and pattern becomes chaotic. When the prey and predator species have the same
diffusivity, i.e., dv = 0.25, the spiral patterns become blurred and disappear. The temporal
periodicity of the pattern also disappears and the pattern becomes chaotic. If predator
diffusivity increases to dv = 1 or dv = 4, patterns become more unpredictable and the
region without population increases. The chance of predator extinction increases if dv
increases even more. If the predator species becomes extinct first, the the prey species
grows as big as the carrying capacity in the whole area.

In Figure 13 the patterns of prey and predator populations are given for four cases of
prey diffusivity, du = 0.05, 0.25, 1, and 4. The second case with du = 0.25 is the case of
(5.2) and the same type of pattern is observed. If du decreases or increases, the pattern
becomes chaotic for both cases, but in different ways. For the case with du = 0.05, both
patterns for prey and predator becomes chaotic in a similar manner. Both species migrate
in a chaotic way. For the case with large diffusivity du = 1, prey becomes strictly positive
on the whole region and predator becomes zero locally. The chaotic patterns of prey

3The patterns of both species are presented in this section since the two patterns can be quite different in many
parameter regimes.
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Figure 13. Prey diffusivity is (a) du = 0.05 (b) du = 0.25 (c) du = 1 (d) du = 4 from
the left. Others are as in (5.2). Prey is the first row and predator is the second row.

population are not migrating, but just appear and disappear. If the diffusivity increases
to du = 4, this phenomenon becomes more clear. The prey population stays low in most
place and time. However, occasionally, high peak can appear in the prey population in a
certain area. Remember that this is the case when there is a huge diffusivity difference of
the two species and it is related to the Turing pattern.

Figure 14. Patterns by diffusivity difference (du = 4, dv = 0.05). Prey (top) and
predator (bottom) populations are given with time interval t = 3.

In Figure 14 more images are given in time sequentially with time interval t = 3 for the
case with a huge diffusivity difference with du = 4 and dv = 0.05. (Similar patterns are
obtained even with a larger prey diffusivity.) One can see that, as soon as the predator
population gets extinct in a region, prey population increases to the maximum carrying
capacity in the region. Then, the predator species start to invade the plateau of the prey.
This pattern is not migrating, but simply comes up in a place and disappears from the
same place. In that sense the dynamics of the pattern is different from the one of earlier
patterns which were driven by migration and chasing. These patterns are also different
from stationary Turing patterns [1]. Remember that these patterns are obtained when the
prey species has large diffusivity and Turing patterns are obtained when predator species
has.

In Figure 15 the effect of prey extinction parameter cu is tested. Four cases are consid-
ered with cu = 0.01, 0.0.4, 0.4, and 0.6. If cu is larger than that, the prey population goes
extinct and so does the predator population. For the smallest parameter value, cu = 0.01,
the prey species is strictly positive to the whole domain since the extinction dynamics is
weak. The patches of predator species is widely spread. If cu = 0.04, then the pattern has
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Figure 15. Prey extinction coefficient is (a) cu = 0.01 (b) cu = 0.04 (c) cu = 0.4 (d)
cu = 0.6 from the left. Other parameters are as in (5.2).

both structure of time periodic waves and chaotic structure. When cu = 0.4 or 0.6, the
patch of the prey population becomes thinner.

Figure 16. Predator extinction coefficient is (a) cv = 0.05 (b) cv = 0.6 (c) cv = 0.9
(d) cv = 1 from the left. Other parameters are as in (5.2).

In Figure 16 the effect of predator extinction parameter cv is tested. Four cases are
considered with cv = 0.05, 0.2, 0.6, and 1. For a small parameter, cv = 0.05, the pattern
becomes chaotic. The predator species gives a negative feedback. Hence, a smaller extinc-
tion parameter does not help to increase its population. If cv = 0.6, then the extinction
dynamics of the predator species is strong. The only way for a predator species to survive
is to stay near high prey population. Therefore, the support of predator species should
be narrow as in the figure. This dynamics increases prey population as in the figure as
well as the predator population. When cv = 0.9, the patch of the predator population
becomes smaller and the pattern becomes chaotic. A completely different dynamics comes
up when cv = 1. If cv = 1, the pattern becomes stationary and homogenized. If cv is even
larger than 1.4, the predator species becomes extinct and the prey species grows to reach
the carrying capacity.

6. Conclusion

The predator and prey species coexist globally and their total populations oscillate
within a certain range if there is no significant environmental fluctuation. However, lo-
cally in space, they continues to rise and fall. The growth and extinction of a species
constantly occurs locally in space and, however, the species survives globally in space
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through migration. The spatiotemporal patterns of the species reflects the local history
of their growth and extinction.

Ordinary differential equations basically model local phenomenon. However, the Lotka-
Volterra equations (1.1) have been used to explain the global fluctuation of predator and
prey species in fishery in the simplest way (or by smartly removing the logistic part of
self-competition term of the prey species). However, they do not include a local extinction
phenomenon and hence placing it in a PDE setting does not help us to obtain global behav-
ior such as the pattern formation. In this paper, we have added an extinction mechanisms
in the Lotka-Volterra equations and introduced (3.1), predator-prey system with extinc-
tion dynamics. This population dynamics is taken to construct a reaction diffusion models
(4.1) and (5.1). These reaction diffusion equations produce various patterns of prey and
predator populations. There are massive amount of works to obtain patterns of predator-
prey relation. More discussions are expected comparing extinction driven patterns and
functional response driven ones.
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